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An area mom can’t wait to see who
Professor’s publishing career ends in part when a classmate
 purchases her book.

• I knew my blues career was over the
time I accidentally smiled on
neighbor Greg

• You may not be my babysitter
• I didn’t realize I was sad until the
tears
Ultra tampon wouldn’t soak up my
person to stay in my life

first time I accidentally smiled on
neighbor Greg

place some Sparknotes for their menu
• My shoes may be cheap but rest assured my feet are very expensive
prosthetics

One in the hand is worth two in the
bush, assuming the bush has
clamidia

My favorite movie is the one where
Melissa McCarthy falls over

I trimmed my split ends too
tactfully and now I have a crew cut
My childhood was pretty normal, besides
the loving parents and unconditional support

Opinions are like corn chips: I don’t
want to hear either in your mouth
All I asked was “Can I borrow a
pencil”? I didn’t know I was supposed
to specify how I would use your seeds

releasing a few Sparknotes for their menus

• I see color and I smell it. That’s right, I’m racist and I have synesthesia

・ Being Spiderman isn’t all fun and games—sometimes you have to catch airplanes in your web and eat everybody inside

・ I only use the ukulele to make my hands look bigger

・ You wanna see a real “happy meal”?

・ The only man-bun I need is the

・ You wanna see a real “happy meal”?

・ I only play the ukulele to make my

・ Okay, but the real point of kissing is
to stop throwing grenades.

・ All I asked was “Can I borrow a
pencil”? I didn’t know I was supposed
to specify how I would use your seeds

release some SparkNotes for their menu

My shoes may be cheap but rest assured my feet are very expensive prosthetics
One in the hand is worth two in the bush, assuming the bush has clamidia
My favorite movie is the one where Melissa McCarthy falls over

I trimmed my split ends too tactfully and now I have a crew cut
My childhood was pretty normal, besides the loving parents and unconditional support

Opinions are like corn chips: I don’t want to hear either in your mouth
All I asked was “Can I borrow a pencil”? I didn’t know I was supposed to specify how I would use your seeds
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"No, the real point of kissing is to stop throwing grenadi
AUSTIN — What should have been the best night of Stuart Williams’ life and the peak of his open-mike career quickly devolved into tears and bargaining with higher powers when some drunk girl won the Dopest Person in Austin slam poetry contest. “I just… I can’t believe this amateur won, I can do better than that off the top of my head,” stammered Williams while tying a third cashmere scarf around his neck. “I remember my first IPA, I remember my first… let’s see… I remember my first IPA… back in the day… my dad caught me, he said ‘Hey’… grounded for the rest of the day… that was back in May…” At press time, Williams was seen ordering a round of shots to prepare himself for his next slam.

Area boyfriend unaware he is in open relationship

AUSTIN — UT sophomore Ian Nichols is still unaware he is in an open relationship with junior Emma Freeman. “At first I thought it was kind of weird,” admitted Nichols as he held the door open for Emma and Antonio, Emma’s long-haired, silk-shirt clad neighbor. “But Antonio assured me that, in his country, there’s nothing even remotely romantic about a platonic male friend holding hands with my girl or running his fingers through her hair or coming on the past three of our dates. What can I say? She’s a social butterfly.” As of press time, the couple was seen lounging on the beach as a mysterious golden-haired stranger rubbed Emma’s back with tanning oil.

American public anxiously awaiting season finale of 2016 Presidential Election

AMERICA — Jiggling their legs and refreshing their newsfeeds, citizens this week continued to anticipate the upcoming season finale of 2016 Presidential Election. “I bet you they do something crazy just for the hell of it,” speculated Tony Biggins as he sat on his couch with a bag of Doritos and a beer. “Did you see the GOP auditions? I can’t believe that guy was still in. They’re just keeping him on for ratings, right? Who knows! It’s Presidential Election!” As of press time, polls showed most Americans planned on watching The Voice instead.

Apple advertising team recruits man for his genderless, raceless hands

CUPERTINO, CA — The Apple advertising department recently hired Adisa Adelola as a full time hand model after noticing his seemingly genderless, raceless hands on a popular pornography site. “I got a call one day and I was hired at Apple the day after. It was surreal—I still have no idea how they found me,” said Adelola as he repeatedly fingered the home button of an iPhone. “I’m just glad somebody finally wanted me for something besides my genderless, raceless ass.” As of press time, Adelola was last seen in a workshop at Apple, learning how to swipe through apps less sexually.

Drunken girl accidentally wins poetry slam

AUSTIN — With the teleprompter off, the audience off the hook, and the wine flowing freely, it was a new day for the young dozens of poets who gathered in the dimly lit room at the Austin Center for Film to compete in the annual poetry slam. As the evening wore on, the crowd became more and more rowdy, cheering for their favorite poets and jeering at the newcomers. But one particular moment stood out among all the others.

As the last poet of the night took the stage, the air was filled with anticipation. The room was silent as the poet began to recite their work. The crowd held their breath as they listened to the words flow from the poet’s lips. And then, just when everyone thought the evening had reached its peak, something unexpected happened.

As the poet finished their final lines, the audience erupted into applause. They had all been waiting for this moment, and now that they were finally here, they didn’t want it to end. The poet, however, was feeling a bit more nervous. They had never performed in front of such a large crowd before, and they weren’t sure how the audience would react.

But as they stepped back from the stage, the poet felt a wave of relief wash over them. They had done it. They had conquered their fears and given their best performance of the night. And as they walked away, they knew that they had left a lasting impression on the audience. As the poet made their way towards the exit, they couldn’t help but feel a sense of pride and accomplishment. They had done something bold and courageous, and they were proud of themselves for doing it.
RIO 2016 OLYMPICS

THE PLAN

1. Olympic torch used to celebrate global brotherhood
2. Everyone is super impressed by the cordial political climate
3. Provide first-class housing for all the athletes
4. Host multiple athletic events
5. Javelins used in classic track-and-field event
6. The airports take all the necessary steps to provide reliable flights
7. American spectators wear tasteful attire and appreciate Brazilian culture
8. Christ the Redeemer in pristine condition, watching over each event

THE TRAGIC REALITY

1. Olympic torch filled with citronella to keep away mosquitoes
2. President may or may not be impeached by July
3. They’ll all sleep on the floor of the stadium Hurricane Katrina Astrodome style
4. All events replaced with soccer
5. Javelins used to hunt masses of feral jaguars swarming the stadium
6. Everyone has layovers until the next Olympics in 2020
7. Americans go way fucking overboard on colorful headdresses
8. Christ the Redeemer dressed in carnival garb, knocked over
Sorry guys, last call just ended. You want a drink, you gotta go somewhere else. All right, I’ll take a look. This her? Yeah, I seen her. Photo doesn’t do her justice though. She’s been around here before. Every so often. Last here on Tuesday, I think. Maybe Monday, too. Monday thought that was odd, you know? Not many people come here on a Monday or Tuesday. Strange, if you ask me. Nope. Only come here on a Monday or Tuesday. That right? Musta been one crazy somnambuth. No, never saw her fighting anyone. Well, there was this one guy. Sort of a suspicious type. Normally I wouldn’t have thought much of him, but he just didn’t seem like the kind of guy she would be with. She could do better, you know. Small guy. Kinda orange-y. Skin like felt. You know the type. Yeah, he was with her Tuesday. They came in, had a few drinks. Well, he did. I don’t remember her drinking much. Something didn’t feel right between them. Nah, not like that. Just kinda off, you know? Nope, that’s the only time he ever came in here. But we get his type here all the time. Usually at least one a night. Yeah. Strange thing is, they usually come in alone. And leave alone. Don’t often see one come in with a broad like that. Or any broad. Even rarer see ’em alone. Nah, I didn’t catch his name. Pretty sure. Wait, I think I started with an M. Mike, Mark, something like that. Sorry, I don’t remember anything else.

If you want to know where to find him, ask Schmutzy, at the end of the bar. The two of them got to talkin’ a fair bit. But, yeah, I seen her.
SALEM, MA — After spending the better part of a morning and early afternoon slaving over a cauldron-shaped pot of soup, local witch Beth Hanigan grew disappointed upon realizing no one wanted to have some. After offering unidentifiable liquid to the community, no one comes by. What kids eat them up, but when an occult figure from the netherworld is after press time, Geoff was lying down over a

SIOUX FALLS, SD — Local man, Geoff Silverman has quite an intimate relationship with his only eating the bushy part of broccoli since 1997. At press time, Geoff was lying down over a puddle while Susie walked across him.

BOISE, ID — Smiling wide in the middle of a bustling Chuck E. Cheese, local 9-year-old Jessie Porcupine posed for pictures with her only birthday party guest this year. Anxiety. "Third grade is different—it's just finger painting and nose picking like before. I'm expected to know multiplication and be a perfect princess she is, so I can't image why the suspicion she is resisting the urge to -summer in my room, watching Antz while chewing on my thumbnail. "This is part of the transition to maturity, but I'm grateful I don't have to do this alone."

Local girl's anxiety only guest at birthday party this year

Lazy interview director interviews self

BY NATHAN SIMMONS

This is the best you could do? Shut up. I don't owe you an explanation.

Fair enough. What do you have to say about Travesty? This will sound hyperbolic, but it genuinely saved my life. Blindly, my mind was in a dark place, and I had no idea where to turn to. All I knew was that I had a childhood dream of becoming a comedian, and I had that Rohit laugh inside me. That was a good enough reason for me to apply, and fortunately, they let me in. From that point on, the Travesty itself soared to new heights, I was able to turn my life around and accomplish all my dreams and more (interviewing Jon Stewart, performing stand-up in a packed comedy club, etc.). I owe this all to the people and friends I made in Travesty. It helped me get enough about that, I'm here today to discuss the movie Antz. But as the Travesty itself soared to new heights, I was able to turn my life around and accomplish all my dreams and more (interviewing Jon Stewart, performing stand-up in a packed comedy club, etc.). I owe this all to the people and friends I made in Travesty. It helped me get

BY ALEX BASSO

It happens but once in a lifetime that something comes along that transcends the conventions of what we as humans consider art. With just 122 action-packed minutes, Joel Schumacher and company's chef-d'oeuvre transcends the conventions of what we as humans consider art. With just 122 action-packed minutes, Joel Schumacher and company's chef-d'oeuvre

BY ROHIT MANDALAPU

I like insect movies. It's my thing. But you wanna know how I found out about bees, antz, and other slippery little bugs? The Texas Travesty. But enough about that, I'm here today to discuss the movie Antz (c.1998) starring alleged Bill Cosby fan Woody Allen. Did you know he's Jewish? Of course you did. What I bet you didn't know about Antz is that it helped me get through my first and third circumcisions. It was Dreamworks' first animated film and their last anti-rated film, until this letter inspires Hollywood to get off their lazy thoraxes and make a sequel. Anyways, Antz was always there for me when my dad would spend all night screaming yiddish (the native tongue of alleged Polanski-apollo Woody Allen) at the moon. I would hide in my room, watching Antz and eating animal crackers. Oh, I miss the way the crummy hits would cement the holes between my heart and my chest. By the way, did you hear they're making an Animal Crackers movie starring Sylvester Stallone? That's right, the Austrian Aardvark who also starred in the movie Antz. So here we find ourselves again, lost in the ant farm of life, listening to Michael Jackson's cover of Alien Ant Farms hit smooth Criminal on repeat. Safe. Home.

The Travesty has given me some of my closest friends (Xavier, Nick, Chris, Justin, Ethan, Maryam, Charleem, Cream Dan, Steely Dan, Steely Dan, Steely Dan, Steve Tom Cruise). For this, I am forever indebted to the University of Austin at Dallas.

BY Mac McCANN

After joining the Travesty my freshman year, I am both the longest serving staff member as well as the most worthless staff member. Now that I'm leaving the squad, some other schmuck will have to take over my role as the Travesty itself soared to new heights, I was able to turn my life around and accomplish all my dreams and more (interviewing Jon Stewart, performing stand-up in a packed comedy club, etc.). I owe this all to the people and friends I made in Travesty who had the patience to let me figure out who I was and let me be me. I pray that I helped everyone as much as they helped me and that the Travesty keeps giving these opportunities to people who were just as lost as I was when I first joined. I have full faith that the people who are a part of it now will make sure that this will be the case. Quite literally, thank you for giving me my life back.

I have to explain death to my kids.

Euthanasia card section added to the drugstore

Gay marriage legalized

Old people develop a resistance to euthanasia - now we'll never be able to kill 'em

Babies euthanized from right out the vagina

With nobody left to make sure we're not hungry, we all become terminally ill and require euthanasia
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JOSEHA BRENNER
TEXAS TRAVESTY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

“I believe that the Texas Travesty has provided me with the training I will need to successfully compete for an unpaid